Research Division Summer Carnival, July 27, 2010
Door Prize Winners

30 Minute Massage, Rasa Spa – Rebecca Vliet, CNF
Applebee’s Certificate – Dan Woodie, CNF, Kelly Strickland, OVPR
Baker’s Acres Cup of Herbs – Lesley Yorke, OVPR
Blue Stone Gift Certificate – Emily Sampson, Biotech
Cornell Cinema Tickets – Elizabeth Rhoades, CNF, Aaron Windsor, CNF
Cornell Digital Services Framed Cornell Map – Scott MacFarlane, CCTEC
Cornell Store Sweatshirt – Colby Shore, LEPP
Cornell Transportation Campus to Campus bus tickets** – Wendy Williams, CARE
Crystal Spa Facial – Jason Millspaugh, WHFS
DP Dough Gift Certificate – David Mooneyhan, CARE
DP Dough Gift Certificate – Susan Edwards, OSP
Flower Fashions Ficus Tree – Rob Felt, ORIA
Hangar Theatre VIP Tickets – Alan Bleier, CNF
Hearth and Home Fireplace set – Kristen Butler, OSP
Ithaca Bakery travel mug and tshirt – Harvey Ashworth, RDHR
Kelly’s Dockside Certificate – Brian Bowman, NBTC
Knitting etc. Gift Certificate – Tracy Davenport, CCMR
Lab of Ornithology Mug and Bird Song Book – Mark Lawrence, CCSF
Laboratory Product Sales, mugs – Charlotte Acharya, Biotech
Life’s So Sweet Chocolate Tour – Robin Nichols, CCMR
Mahogany Grill Gift Certificate – Caryn Lemmon, FSS
Moosewood Cook Books – Jeanne Butler, LEPP
Museum of the Earth Membership – Amy Layton, WHFS
Nines Gift Certificate – Michelle Bruer, FSS
NYS Fair, 2 tickets – Wendy Turner, NAIC
NYS Fair, 2 tickets – Michelle Carr, Biotech
NYS Fair, 2 tickets – Valerie Hunt, LAS
NYS Fair, 2 tickets – Cathy Wetterer, CCMR
Plantations Mug, guide and Tshirt– Kathleen Reinhard, CARE
Red Barn Technology Group CD Case – Edward Camacho, CNF
Red Barn Technology Group Digital Photo Frame – Phil Infante, CNF
Red Barn Technology Group Hard Drive – Dan Blakely, CCMR
Red Barn Technology Group Mini Mouse – Mary Yetsko, CAC
Red Barn Technology Group Tshirt – Lucy Walle, CAC
Red Barn Technology Group Tshirt – Justin Rodriguez, LEPP
Red Barn Technology Group Tshirt – Chris Ashdown, OSP
Red Barn Technology Group Tshirt - Leila Toulabi, WICMB
Satori Salon Pedicure – Brian Heltsley, LEPP
Sedgwick Office Chair – Deb Shigley, RDHR
Staples Green Office Package – Marla Coppolino, CCTEC
Taverna Banfi Gift Certificate – Melanie Stiadle, WICMB
The Rose Gift Certificate – Stan McFall, LASSP

**Last minute donation so no box was on the prize table. We took ALL entries and picked from the mass of tickets.